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In the ongoing social and political unrest around the country, there is increased
awareness and willingness to challenge the legal and political injustices faced by
many of our fellow citizens – particularly in our Black communities.

Many people wanting to advocate against injustices lack reliable and accessible
information about "the system" and how to participate and engage effectively.  We
created the following civic education and social justice resources to help others
better understand our legal and political systems and how to advocate effectively for
change.
                                                                                                                                 

Advocacy Avenues

This guide describes ways that individuals can effectively engage and advocate
against injustices. It describes who to contact and what changes can be sought on
behalf of victims as well as how to voice concerns about proposed legislation.

Advocacy Avenues
                                                                                                                                 

Know Your Protest Rights

This guide describes both your rights and various limitations to free speech and
protest, explains what to do if you are stopped by the police or arrested, and
provides additional resources and ways to support protests. While intended primarily
for lawyers and law students, much of the information may be useful to anyone
engaged in social justice protest activity.

Know Your Protest Rights
                                                                                                                                 

Minneapolis Police Department Human Rights Investigation

Learn details on the Minnesota Department of Human Rights (DHR) civil rights
investigation into the Minneapolis Police Department (MPD) policies and incidents
and how you can report incidents of discrimination by Minneapolis police. Read this
resource to learn how to file complaints with the DHR and how to file incident reports



to support DHR’s civil rights investigation.

MPD Human Rights Investigation
                                                                                                                                 

Challenges of Police Accountability

Understand the mechanisms of police accountability for misconduct and the
obstacles to ensuring police are held accountable, and learn what can be done to
increase accountability.

Challenges of Police Accountability
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